Flash Gordon: Zeitgeist #3

Monsters of MongoFlash Gordon -- on the
run from Mings pursuit ships -- finds
himself cut off and alone, facing down the
deadly hazards of Mongos untamed
wilderness, and the primal rage of Prince
Thun of the Lion Men. Alien threats
abound, which will test Gordons skills to
their outer limits. Meanwhile, on an Earth
still menaced by the threat of invasion from
Mongo, three alien rebels wage a secret
battle against Ming the Merciless. Their
target:
a
shipment
of
powerful
extraterrestrial weapons, delivered into the
hands of the Third Reich! Dynamite
Entertainments epic space opera continues
in Flash Gordon: Zeitgeists thrilling third
chapter, Monsters of Mongo.

Read reviews and discussion of Flash Gordon: Zeitgeist #3 from Eric Trautmann and Alex Ross, published by
Dynamite. of Flash Gordon but the new graphic novel Flash Gordon: Zeitgeist is With Earths existence on the line, the
three humans must escape, IGN reviews Flash Gordon: Zeitgeist #1. The three main heroes are subtly altered, with
Zarkov being most noticeably changed to be moreFlash Gordon -- on the run from Mings pursuit ships -- finds himself
cut off and alone, facing down the deadly hazards of Mongos untamed wilderness, and theFLASH GORDON ZEITGEIST #3. PRICE: $3.99. Rating: Teen +. Covers: Alex Ross (75%), Paul Renaud (25%), Francesco Francavilla
(1-in-10) Writer: EricCovers: Francesco Francavilla Writer: Eric Trautmann Artist: Daniel Indro Flash Gordon -- on the
run from Mings pursuit ships -- finds himself cut off and alone,Three valiant humans -- Flash Gordon, Dale Arden and
Dr. Hans Zarkov -- are plucked from the Earth, traveling to the distant planet Mongo. Their exploits areBy Eric
Trautmann with artwork by Daniel Lindro. Published by Dynamite Entertainment Comics.Long live Flash Gordon!
Emperors reach is long, old enmities still smolder between rival Kings, and Flash Gordon, Dale Arden, Flash Gordon:
Zeitgeist #3.Flash Gordon and his allies -- the plucky Dale Arden and brilliant Dr. Hans Zarkov -- move closer to a
confrontation with the forces Flash Gordon: Zeitgeist #3. Flash Gordon on the run from Mings pursuit ships finds
himself cut off and alone, facing down the deadly hazards of Mongos untamedFLASH GORDON ZEITGEIST #3.
NOV110929. (W) Eric Trautmann (A) Daniel Lindro (CA) Alex Ross, Paul Renaud, Francesco Francavilla. Covers:
Alex RossThe year is 1934, a time of two-fisted swashbuckling, of fearsome threats and wild adventure-and of
ever-growing threats on the horizon. Three valiant humansRating: Teen + Covers: Alex Ross (75%), Paul Renaud
(25%), Francesco Francavilla (1-in-10) Writer: Eric Trautmann Artist: Daniel Indro Genre: Sci-Fi Awards:Three valiant
humans -- iconic hero Flash Gordon, the tough, determined Dale Arden, and the brilliant scientist Hans Zarkov -- are
plucked from our world and
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